ABSTRACT Saliency-based methods have been widely used in the fusion of infrared (IR) and visible (VIS) images, which can highlight the salient object region and preserve the detailed background information simultaneously. However, most existing methods ignore the salient information in the VIS image or they fail to highlight the boundaries of objects, which makes the final saliency map incomplete and the edges of the object blurred. To address the above-mentioned issues, we propose a novel IR and VIS images' fusion algorithm based on the Poisson reconstruction and saliency detection using the Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory. In detail, we mix the gradient using a mask map derived from the saliency map, which could avoid low contrast and halo effects in the results. Besides, both the intensity saliency of the IR image and the structural saliency of all source images are considered by DS to suppress some noise in the IR image. Thus, we could obtain smooth object contours and enhance the edge information of the salient region. Moreover, we also propose a novel probability mass function to calculate the probabilistic map in the process of applying DS to decrease the error from manually assigning the prior probability. Finally, the extensive qualitative and quantitative experiments have demonstrated the advantages and effectiveness of our method compared with other nine state-of-the-art IR and VIS image fusion methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image fusion is a popular technology that combines the complementary information from diverse sensors into one image in order to provide more support to a particular application, such as those in military affairs [1] , [2] , medical technology [3] , [4] and artificial intelligence [5] . The single fused image contains more detailed information to enhance the application's performance and help us to comprehensively understand the scene [6] . The fusion of infrared and visible images has been a heavily researched topic for decades because it not only can increase visual perception but can also improve the accuracy of object detection and target recognition [7] . An infrared image could detect the target accurately since its sensitivity to the heat source and infrared sensors
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could work day and night. However, infrared images contain less detailed information due to their low spatial resolution. In contrast, visible images can capture some appearance information from the object and the background. Therefore, the fusion of infrared and visible images could provide clear contextual information regarding the target in the infrared image from the visible image in order to understand the scene better.
Various fusion methods of infrared and visible images have been proposed in recent years. Image fusion could be categorized into three levels: the pixel level, the feature level and the decision level [8] . The image fusion based on the pixel level, which combines the information from the source image directly, is the lowest level. However, pixel-level image fusion is still an important research field due to its efficiency and good human visual perception [9] . In addition, the fused image based on the pixel level has a close correlation with the source images. In this paper, we fuse the infrared and visible images based on the pixel-level, and we assume that all source images involved in this paper have all been registered in advances.
Several research papers on image fusion deliver a complete summary of the previous works [10] - [12] . In the previous research, the earliest research on image fusion average the pixels of the source image [13] , which is the simplest and most efficient method. However, this method only takes the average of the corresponding pixels from two raw images, which has poor performance for preserving the edges and leads to a low contrast fused image. Since then, the multiscale transform (MST) scheme has been widely applied in a variety of fusion models due to its better expression of the visual attention system. The MST scheme is implemented by decomposing the source image into different scales, and then the multiscale information is fused with proper rules to reconstruct the final image via the inverse transform. Examples of these methods include the pyramid transform [14] , [15] , the wavelet transform [16] , [17] , and the nonsubsampled contourlet transform [18] , [19] . However, the MST-based methods ignore the different imaging characteristics of the visible and infrared images in order to use a single representation, and those methods lose some high frequency information in the process of the multiscale decomposition. As a result, the fused result cannot fully preserve all of the edges and suffers from ringing artifacts. After that step, the sparse representation (SR) is used for image fusion. Because SR-based methods usually aim to learn an overly complete dictionary, they could better represent the source image [20] - [22] . However, the SR-based methods do not consider the innovative features and salient features simultaneously, and as a result, the innovative features will be faint in the fused image when the source image has a low contrast. In general, how to preserve object edges better without reducing the image contrast is still a problem for the fusion of infrared and visible images. Thus, many scholars focus on saliencybased methods.
Saliency-based methods have been a heavily researched topic in the past several decades. According to the different processing mechanisms, saliency detection methods could be classified into three categories: biologically based methods, purely computational methods, and hybrid methods [23] , [24] . The biologically based methods are motivated by simulating the human visual mechanism in order to compute the saliency map. The typical example is Itti's algorithm, which uses the center-surround operator to extract the color, intensity, and orientation feature maps, and then combines them into a saliency map with a unique scalar. Moreover, there are lots of similar methods based on biology [25] . However, this method imitates a simple human visual system, which leads to the saliency map having low resolution and poor detailed information. The purely computational methods calculate the saliency map without using biological vision principles and have the advantage of a fast processing speed [26] , [27] . For instance, Bavirisetti and Dhuli [28] only use two-scale image decomposition to fuse the images through the saliency map. Liu et al. [21] use the joint sparse representation model to get the global and local saliency maps of the source images, and then integrate them using a weight fusion algorithm. Meng et al. [18] integrate the saliency map into the nonsubsampled contourlet transform for infrared and visible image fusion. In addition, for dynamic objects in image sequences, Han et al. [29] use Markov Random Fields to combine the high brightness values with motion features to generate the saliency maps, which are injected into the final fused image. For the static object, Sun et al. [30] use the Markov random field to derive the weight map of the source image, and then the weight map is used to fuse the image by solving the Poisson equation. The other category of methods is the one that combines ideas from the aforementioned two categories. Liu et al. [31] use either the Gaussian model or the kernel density estimation to express the region of interest (ROI), and both the color and spatial distributional features are integrated with the ROI to extract the saliency map. Zhang et al. [32] use the mean-shift segmentation algorithm and a quad mesh to over-segment the image, and then a color compactness measure is used to derive the saliency map directly. Besides, Fu et al. [33] propose saliency detection method based on normalized cut (Ncut) and adaptive multilevel region merging scheme, which can highlight the entire object in complex background. Fu et al. [34] firstly propose a scheme which completely learns a continuous conditional random field for saliency detection. They also provide an optimal way to integrate various unary saliency features with pairwise cues to discover the salient objects.
It should be noted that the saliency-based methods have achieved comparable performance for image fusion, and they can highlight the salient object region and preserve detailed information. However, most saliency-based methods extract the saliency information in one image but ignore the salient information among multi-images, which makes the saliency map incomplete and the edges of the object blurred [29] . In addition, some saliency-based methods over highlight the entire salient region but then fail to highlight the boundaries of objects. Besides, there are many pixel-based methods, which have achieved excellent results in image fusion. However, many traditional pixel-based methods such as multiscale transform methods [14] , [17] , [18] fuse the images both in the high frequency and low frequency domain. Those methods may reduce the contrast of the fused results.
With the main motivation to simultaneously better preserve the object edges and improve the image contrast of fused images, we proposed a novel method based on Poisson reconstruction and saliency detection using DS for infrared and visible image fusion.
In order to better preserve the object edges, the detection of saliency regions incorporates the structural saliency of both source images and the intensity saliency of infrared image by means of Dempster-Shafer theory. As is wellknown, an infrared image is characterized by the intensities or the image's uniqueness, and the target has larger intensities VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Schematic illustration of image fusion. From the left to right: the visible image, the infrared image, the fusion result of the Poisson image fusion [30] , the fusion result of a popular sparse representation-based method [38] , and the fusion result of our method.
than the background. Therefore, the intensity saliency of an infrared image is used to detect the saliency map in most methods, but the saliency map detected only from an infrared image always has incomplete contours or regions [29] . We use the structural saliency of an infrared image in an attempt to resolve this problem [35] . This is due to that structural saliency could indicate the salient edges and textures by using the image's gradient or compactness. In addition, the structural saliency of a visible image is used to suppress the noise in the infrared image.
Besides, in order to retain the salient foreground target information and the background information without reducing the contrast, the Poisson reconstruction is applied to this work. The major idea of this fusion method is to fuse the important structures of source images modeled as image gradient by solving a Poisson equation. Poisson reconstruction fuses the image from the high-frequency gradient domain in the original resolution without changing the low-frequency information [30] By this way, the fused images could have a proper contrast.
Our method has two major steps. In the first step, to better preserve the object edges, the structural saliency of both source images and the intensity saliency of infrared image are simultaneously incorporated to extract the saliency map using DS. To obtain an accurate probability for each feature in DS, a novel probability mass function is proposed. To the best of our knowledge, this report describes the first time that DS has been adopted to detect the salient regions. In the second step, the Poisson reconstruction is applied to improve the contrast of the fused result in the process of image fusion. Poisson reconstruction has been widely applied to image fusion [36] , [37] , which mixes the gradients using a weight map, which leads to the possibility that the gradient of a pixel may be compounded by two corresponding pixels, and the contrast of the result may be reduced. We mix the gradients of the fused image using a mask map derived from the saliency map rather than a weight map so that our method could use the raw gradient of the input image to avoid low contrast and halo effects in the results. To illustrate the major superiority of our method, an example is shown in Fig. 1 . The left two images are the visible and infrared images, where the infrared image highlights the salient foreground target information and the visible image contains background information. The third image is the fusion result of a Poisson image fusion based on the Markov random field [30] . In the third image, the object has an incomplete edge, and we can observe some halo effects around the target object in the fusion results, which demonstrates the importance of preserving the object's edge. The fourth image is the fusion result of a popular method based on sparse representation [38] . In this image, though the saliency information and the background information are preserved simultaneously, the background has some blurring with a low contrast. The rightmost image is the fusion result of our method. We see that our result has smooth image contours and a better contrast.
The main contribution of our method includes the following three aspects. (i) To improve the contrast of the fused result and enhance the context of the target object, our method is biased in favor of the visible image from the Poisson reconstruction. We mix the gradient of the fused image using a mask map derived from the saliency map, rather than a weight map, such that our method can use the raw gradient of the input image to reconstruct the final result, which could avoid low contrast and halo effects in the result. (ii) We extract the saliency map using the intensity saliency of the infrared image (like several state-of-the-art methods) and the structural saliency of the infrared and visible images, which could suppress some noise in the infrared image, enhance the edge information of the salient region and improve the performance in terms of human visual perception. (iii) To obtain a convincing probability for each feature and decrease the error from manually assigning the prior probability, we propose a novel probability mass function to calculate the probabilistic map in the process of applying DS. It turns out that this function's results are more objective, and this method is better than the approaches in [39] and [40] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the framework of our method and the formulation of the proposed method. We test our fusion method using a publicly available dataset and nine prior methods are compared to our approach in section III. The study's conclusions are presented in section IV.
II. METHOD
In this section, we first illustrate the proposed framework's architecture and data flows, and then introduce the definition of the probability mass function. After that step, we present our method of saliency region detection based on the DS. To this end, we introduce the Poisson image reconstruction.
A. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW Fig. 2 . shows the architecture of the proposed approach. We divide our method into two major steps: saliency map detection and Poisson reconstruction. First, the gradients of the input images are calculated using the forward differences. Then, the structural saliency of the input image and the intensity saliency of the infrared image are calculated using a novel probability mass function, which will be discussed in the next section. The structural saliency of the input images and the intensity saliency of the infrared images are simultaneously taken as evidences to extract the saliency map using DS. After that, the saliency map is taken as the mask map to fuse the gradients of the source images. In the end, the final fused image is acquired from the fused gradient by solving the Poisson equation.
• The calculation of the probabilistic map (IR). The gradient and intensity of the target in the infrared image always have significant differences from the background. Based on this, the intensity saliency (IR) is generated by the intensity of the infrared image and the structural saliency (IR) is derived from the gradient of the infrared image. In the end, the intensity saliency (IR) and structural saliency (IR) are taken as two pieces of evidence to calculate the probabilistic map (IR) using the DS.
• The calculation of the structure saliency (VIS). We notice that the target's gradients in the visible image and infrared image usually change simultaneously. Therefore, the gradient of the visible image is also used to calculate the structural saliency (VIS), which can reduce the impact of the noise in the infrared image on the results.
• The calculation of the saliency map. To suppress the noise in the infrared image and obtain a pure saliency map, the structural saliency (VIS) is chosen as the third evidence to calculate the saliency map using the DS.
• Poisson image reconstruct. After calculating the saliency map, we mix the gradient of the infrared image with that of the visible image, and the final fused image is reconstructed by solving Poisson equations.
B. DEMPSTER-SHAFER THEORY
Dempster-Shafer theory is a popular theory to deal with the uncertainty problem, which could emphasize the event's objectivity and human's subjectivity. The distinctive character of DS is that the description of uncertainty is based on an ''interval estimation'', rather than a ''point estimation'', which could integrate the knowledge and data from different experts or multiple sensors [41] . In addition, DS also has great flexibility in distinguishing between unknown and uncertain aspects. We suppose is the hypotheses space and the power set of is denoted by 2 , which contains all the classes and their possible unions. The imprecision and uncertainty in DS are expressed by the definitions of the plausibility (Pls) and belief (Bel), which are both obtained from a probability mass (m), and for each class A of 2 , where 0 ≤ m(A) ≤ 1,
For the imprecise knowledge, it could be represented by a nonzero probability mass to a compound hypothesis. The belief and plausibility functions can be defined for all A ∈ 2 as follows:
Meanwhile, DS could combine the different evidentiary information from several sensors. For every sensor, the posterior probability (M) of all propositions (A i ) is calculated using the different periods' data that are acquired from the same sensor as follows:
where S is the sensor, and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then, all the sensors could be seen as a system to calculate the final posterior probability, as above.
C. DEFINITION OF PROBABILITY MASS FUNCTION
The definition of the probability mass is the critical part of any application of the DS since it provides a probability of a pixel being classified to salient regions. Probability mass function is a function that gives the probability that a discrete random VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 3. Three probability mass functions.
variable is exactly equal to some value [42] . A digitized intensity pattern is discrete and the intensity values are recorded as 'pixels' [43] , and the values of pixel in digital image are taken in a discrete set of possible values [44] . So the image pixels we used could be seen as discrete random variables. In our research, the structures of some salient regional distributions in the spatial domain are different from that of the background region. Therefore, we need an appropriate probability mass function to distinguish their differences. Besides, the value of the probability mass should be distributed from 0 to 1 with a smooth distribution. There are many approaches to define the probability mass function in the state-of-the-art studies.
In [40] , the probability mass function is defined by a cubic parabola with a horizontal, which is shown in Fig. 3 . In [39] , they also proposed a probability mass function, which is shown in Fig. 3 . In this paper, the proposed probability mass function actually is a function based on sigmoid function, which is shown in Fig. 3 . Sigmoid function has been widely applied in machine learning, because it solves the binary classification problem very well. The value of sigmoid function at x represents the probability of x being classified to positive class (y = 1) [45] . However, in our experiment we find that if we use the sigmoid function directly, even if the pixel has a smaller gradient value (or intensity value), there is still a high probability of being classified to saliency, and this may lead to inaccurate saliency region. To overcome the above mentioned problem, we improve the sigmoid function by defining a threshold N. We assume that these pixels with gradient value (or intensity value) equals to N will have a smaller probability (P 0 ) of being classified to saliency map. The proposed probability mass function also guarantees that the larger the gradient value (or intensity value) of pixels, the greater probability of the pixels being classified to salient regions, which is defined as follows:
where P(X i,j ) is the probability of a pixel X i,j being classified to salient regions, and N is a threshold, and pixel X i,j denotes the gradient value or the intensity value, which is the random variable in the function to calculate probability. When the pixel value in the image is smaller than the threshold N, we assume that the assignment of a pixel to the saliency region will be very unlikely, which is modeled by a small probability P 0 . Through a lot of experiments, P 0 is defined as 0.05, which means there is a small possibility that it is a salient region. In addition, the probability mass we proposed is real-valued, monotonic and differentiable. It has a non-negative first derivative that is bell shaped and maps variables between 0 and 1, which is shown in Fig. 3 . Furthermore, when we compare our probability mass with the literature [40] and literature [39] , we assume that N equals literature [40] 's falling threshold of 1.5 (the rising threshold is 3.5). The results are illustrated in Fig. 3 . The probability value of the method in the literature [39] , [40] is abrupt near the threshold, and the probability change rate is so high that the overall distribution is less smooth. In addition, when the pixel X i,j is smaller than the falling threshold or higher than the rising threshold, the probability will stay the same with a small probability or a high probability, which means that the homogeneity of the probability will lead to an inappropriate local probability distribution. In addition, the threshold N needs to be defined only once in our method, which could guarantee that the probabilistic map is more objective. The fused results based on the three probability masses are compared in section III.
D. SALIENCY REGION DETECTION
Saliency region detection could be interpreted as a pixel labeling problem, where each pixel in the image is labeled as either salient or non-salient. In addition, the pixel labeling could be seen as a target recognition problem, which can be treated using DS. This is because the theory allows one to combine the evidences from different sources and arrive at a degree of belief that takes into account all the available evidence [41] , [46] . Furthermore, the prior probability needed in DS is more intuitive and easier to obtain than the probability theory. The Dempster synthesis rule can continuously integrate new different knowledge and data to improve the recognition and extraction precision [46] .
We consider that the salient region not only has a greater intensity and gradient than the neighboring pixels in the infrared image, but it also has a greater gradient in the visible image. Therefore, the structural saliency of both source images and the intensity saliency of infrared image are simultaneously taken as evidences to calculate the saliency map using DS. Meanwhile, the effects of noise within the infrared image on the fusion result could be suppressed by using the gradient of the visible image. The image gradient is a directional change in the intensity or color of an image, which can be used to illustrate the differences between image pixels. In this paper, the gradient of the source image is computed by using the forward difference, so the pixels in gradient image are still the discrete random variables. Then, the structural saliency probabilistic map (M G ) is acquired through the probability mass function as follows:
20680 VOLUME 7, 2019 where G i,j is the gradient value at pixel(i,j) and N G represents the threshold of gradient which has a smaller probability (P 0 ) of being classified to salient regions. The salient region of the infrared image that is extracted relies on the human visual system, which is not very sensitive to the absolute luminance reaching the retina, but rather it responds to local intensity ratio changes [47] . Based on this, we proposed a novel method to calculate the saliency map. The salient map F for a source image I could be obtained as follows:
where F i,j denotes the intensity value at pixel(i,j), I i,j is the original pixel value of the source image and I m is the arithmetic mean pixel value of the image, so the pixels in salient map F are still the discrete random variables. Then, the intensity saliency probabilistic map (M F ) is obtained as follows:
where N F is the threshold of intensity which has a smaller probability (P 0 ) of being classified to salient regions. Therefore, the structural saliency probabilistic map of the infrared image (M G_IR ) and the intensity saliency probabilistic map of the infrared image (M F_IR ) are used to calculate the probabilistic map of the infrared image (M IR ) by DS, as shown in Eq. (9) . By combining the structural saliency and intensity saliency of the infrared image, the edge of the saliency map could be preserved well.
Then, we combine the M IR with the structural saliency probabilistic map of the visible image (M G_VIS ) to calculate the final probabilistic map M by DS as Eq. (10), which could suppress the noise to derive a pure saliency map.
E. IMAGE FUSION IN GRADIENT DOMAIN
In this paper, we combine the saliency detection with Poisson reconstruction to fuse infrared and visible images. Poisson image editing has been used in image processing for decades [30] , [36] , [37] . This is because it fuses the images in the high-frequency gradient domain without involving the low-frequency information, which could improve the contrast of the fused image. Compared with other works, we use the mask map rather than the weight map to mix the gradient. In this way, we could use the raw gradient of the source image to reconstruct the final result, which could avoid low contrast and halo effects in the results. First, the gradients of the input images are calculated using the forward difference. Then, a threshold λ is initialized to derive the binary saliency map (S) from M by using the following rule:
The image fusion is conducted using the Poisson image reconstruction, which mixes the gradient of the source image with that of the destination image. Therefore, the mixed gradient is obtained by combining the gradients of the infrared image and the visible image, which is expressed as follows:
where ∇G(x, y), ∇G IR (x, y) and ∇G VIS (x, y) are the gradients of the fused image, the infrared image, and the visible image, respectively, at pixel (x, y). Then, the mixed gradient is applied to construct the final fused image by Poisson image editing [48] . This method leads to a seamless result that preserves the gradient information of both images.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we test the performance of proposed method on a publicly available dataset, and compare it with nine previous methods. Fusion strategies are generally divided into several categories according to their adopted theories, i.e., multi-scale transform-based methods, sparse representationbased methods, deep learning based methods, subspacebased methods and other infrared and visible image fusion methods [10] , [49] , [50] . Based on this, we choose nine previous methods from all above categories to make comparisons with our method. The convolutional neural networks (CNN) [51] is representative deep learning based methods. The laplacian pyramid (LP) [14] and nonsubsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) [52] are representative multi-scale transform-based methods. The adaptive sparse representation (ASR) [38] , laplacian pyramid with sparse representation (LPSR) [53] and sparse representation (SR) [54] are representative sparse representation-based methods. The fourth order partial differential equations (FPDE) [55] is representative subspace-based methods. The gradient transfer and total variation minimization (GTF) [9] and infrared feature extraction and visual information preservation (IFE-VIP) [56] are representative other infrared and visible image fusion methods. These methods are conducted based on the publicly available codes with the parameters being initialized according to the original paper, and we try our best to tune some details. All the experiments are carried on a Macpro (Intel(R) Xeon(R) with E5-1650 v2 3.5 GHz CPU and 16GB memory) with the MATLAB software.
A. DATASETS AND SETTING
The images we used to test our method are from the TNO Image Fusion Dataset. This dataset contains multispectral (intensified visual, near-infrared, and long wave infrared or thermal) nighttime imagery of different military relevant scenarios that are registered with different VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 4. Qualitative comparisons of fused images with two probability mass functions.
multiband camera systems (including Athena, DHV, FEL, and TRICLOBS), and is available at https://figshare.com/ articles/TNO_Image_Fusion_Dataset. Eight typical image pairs are chosen to assess the performance of the proposed method, and the image pairs we used in this paper have been aligned in advances. We first show some intermediate results of saliency maps in the Fig. 6 . The image quality evaluation could evaluate the performances of the infrared and visible image fusion methods. In addition, the quality evaluation methods could be classified as subjective and objective evaluation methods [10] , [57] , [58] . The subjective evaluation methods play an important role in fusion quality evaluation because they focus on the image's distortion, details, and completeness. Nevertheless, it is necessary to introduce objective evaluation methods since they can quantitatively assess the fused image quality without being biased by observers or interpreters. Therefore, we use multiple metrics to make a comprehensive evaluation of the different fusion methods. In this paper, we choose four metrics. Entropy (EN) [59] , [60] measures the amount of information contained in a fused image based on information theory. The standard deviation (SD) [61] is based on the statistical concept that reflects the distribution and contrast of the fused image. Mutual information (MI) [62] , [63] measures the information that is transferred from the source image to the fused image, and Q AB/F [62] measures the amount of edge information that is transferred from source images to the fused image. Larger values of all these metrics represent the better performance of the fusion method.
Parameter Initialization: In this paper, there are three parameters that should be initialized, i.e., N G , N F , and λ in section II. N G controls the probability of a pixel being classified to the salient region in the gradient field. According to the experiments, N G = 1 is applicable, and when N G is larger than 1, the saliency map will be incomplete. Furthermore, when N G = 0, there are more no saliency region are contained in the fusion result than the situation of N G = 1. Meanwhile, N F should be fixed as 0 after our experiments because N F ≥ 0 means that it is possible for the pixel that has a larger intensity than the mean intensity of the image to be defined by the saliency map. In the end, to preserve more target information we adopt λ = 0.5 after numerous experiments during our study.
B. QUALITATIVE COMPARISONS
To get an intuitive impression of the proposed method's performance, nine excellent methods are selected for the qualitative comparison. These methods are mentioned at the beginning of section III. We first perform experiments on four typical image pairs in order to compare the result of our probability mass function with that of literature [39] , [40] , which is mentioned in section II, as shown in Fig. 4 . We could find that both the results that use literature [39] , [40] 's probability mass functions can obtain similar fused result, and they cannot well preserve the details in the source image. Notably, the salient region in the infrared image is not extracted completely, such as the ground information in the first row, the man's detailed information in the third row, and the background information located in the top-right of the image in the fourth row. This illustrates that the probability mass function we proposed is appropriate to be used to calculate the probability for each pixel of the image. Furthermore, the advantage will be more obvious if the salient region has similar intensities with the background.
Then, we perform experiments on three typical image pairs to compare our method with a popular fusion method, known as the NSCT [52] . The results are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The top two rows are the infrared images and the visible images. The third row is the fusion results of the NSCT. On the one hand, it can be seen from the results that the NSCT cannot well preserve the background information from the visible image. For example, the sky in the first and third columns is not preserved in the final fused images and the same occurs with the trench in the second column. On the other hand, the NSCT fails to highlight the target information, and the men in all three image pairs have a lower contrast than our results. The fourth row is the fusion results of ours, which well preserves both the salient foreground object information and the background information. In addition, the fused images of our method look similar to high-resolution infrared images with clear highlighted targets, which will be beneficial for understanding the image.
The experimental results of the qualitative comparison between our method and the nine state-of-the-art methods are presented in Fig. 7 . Eight image pairs are assessed in this step. By learning from the results, our method preserves the target information and the background information simultaneously. In addition, it also preserves more edge information of the salient targets in the fused image, such as images A, B, E, F, and H. All the objects in those images have sharp boundaries and high contrast. Meanwhile, our algorithm inherits plenty of textural information from the visible image, which leads to a great image with high contrast and clear details. In addition, the fusion performances of CNN varied for different image pairs, and the fused results on image B, C, D and E could obtain comparable fusion performances with our method. Whereas the other image pairs using CNN could not well preserve detail information compared with our fusion method. The quantitative evaluations of the fused images of CNN are shown in Table 2 -5, and it can be clear seen that the metric values of CNN are lower than our methods in most cases.
C. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS
In this section, we first present the quantitative comparisons of our probability mass function and literature [39] , [40] 's method, which are shown in Table 1 . We can see that the metric values of the images that are fused using our probability mass function have a better performance than that of the other two methods.
Then, the quantitative comparisons of the nine methods that mentioned above are implemented using eight image pairs, which are shown in the Fig. 7 . We choose four indexes to evaluate the fused images, including the EN, SD, MI and Q AB/F . The quantitative results are presented in the Tables 2-5 , where the best values are highlighted with bold.
The evaluation results of the Entropy (EN) for all the methods are shown in Table 2 , and there are five results of our method that have the largest respective entropy values. A larger entropy value indicates a better performance for the fused image. This means that our results contain much more information than the other methods in most cases because the results of our method preserve the target information and the background information simultaneously and inherit plenty of textural information from the visible image. This is consistent with the qualitative comparisons. The evaluation results of the standard deviation (SD) of all algorithms are presented in Table 3 . The SD reflects the distribution and contrast of the fused image. For all the eight test images, there are four results of our method that have the largest value among all the respective results, which are for images A, B, E and F. While FPDE method gets higher scores in C and D image pairs compared to our method, because the fused results of FPDE method have relatively higher contrast than our method. Our method is biased in favor of the visible image from the Poisson reconstruction to fuse the images, when visible images (like C and D image pairs) have low contrast, the fused results may have relatively low contrast. But our method gets relatively high scores compared to the other methods in the rest image pairs. It demonstrates that the results of our method have a higher contrast than other approaches. It is interesting that images G and H have the largest SD values, but the visual effects are poorer than our method. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the image quality by using multiple indexes. Note that our method and VOLUME 7, 2019 LPSR could obtain comparable fusion performances and produce the best MI values in most cases. Because our method combines the salient regions in the infrared image with the background information in the visible image, the final fused images always have much mutual information. The largest MI indicates that there is a significant amount of information that is transferred from the source image to the fused image, and our method has the largest results on images A, B and F. For Q AB/F , our method also has an excellent performance because we first mix the gradient of the salient region and the background region, and then the image is reconstructed by solving the Poisson equations. As a result, the edge in the source image is preserved very well. Furthermore, the SR and LP methods could produce comparable results to our method. In the end, we can conclude that our method tends to not only preserve the salient region but also provide abundant background information to the fused image.
In addition, it is difficult to analyze the computational complexity of both the compared methods and our fusion method theoretically. Nevertheless, we have evaluated the computational complexity of the compared methods and our fusion method by time consumption, and the running time of all methods on the eight image pairs (A-H) are given in Table 4 , where each value denotes the mean of run time of a certain method on the eight image pairs. The methods of IFEVIP, FPDE, LP and LPSR run faster than others according to Table 6 . The main time consumption of GTF lies in the optimization process of the gradient transfer fusion model. NSCT decomposes images into different scales, and it uses a nonlinear mapping function to obtain the directional subband coefficients, then it reconstructs the fused image by the inverse multiscale transform, which makes it take more time than these of IFEVIP, FPDE, LP and LPSR. Besides, the time consumption of ASR and SR mainly lie in training the dictionary for image fusion. The time consumption of CNN fusion methods mainly lies in training to encode a direct mapping from source images to the weight map, thus the running time of ASR, SR and CNN is more than these of IFEVIP, FPDE, LP, LPSR, GTF, NSCT and our method. Moreover, our method is based on Poisson reconstruction and saliency detection using the Dempster-Shafer theory (DS). The time consumption of our method mainly lies in the process of Poisson reconstruction, and it needs plenty of time to reconstruct the fused image by solving the Poisson equation. In summary, our method generally takes more time than these of IFEVIP, FPDE, LP, LPSR, GTF and NSCT, and it takes less time than ASR, SR and CNN. In addition, our method can obtain the best image fusion performance in most circumstance. Therefore, our method can achieve a desirable balance between image fusion performance and time consumption.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we design an efficient approach for infrared and visible image fusion based on saliency detection and Poisson reconstruction. In addition, we proposed a novel probability mass function before using the DS. By taking advantage of the accuracy of saliency map detection and the desirable performance of Poisson reconstruction, the results show that our method could effectively retain the salient foreground target information and the background information, and the fused image has smooth image contours with better contrast. Experimental results demonstrate that both the salient region and the contextual information are well-incorporated into the fused image. The experimental results indicate that our method performs excellently. Nevertheless, our method is biased in favor of the visible image from the Poisson reconstruction to fuse the images, when visible image has low contrast, the fused image may have a relatively low contrast. So in the future work, the algorithm will incorporate more features as evidences to acquire a more accurate saliency map to improve the contrast of results, when visible images have a low contrast. Furthermore, a new dataset with higher resolution images from https://www.ino.ca/en/ video-analyticsdatasets should be applied into the further research.
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